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Ardaxšīr I was able to defeat Ardawān (Artabanus IV) at the plain of Hormozgān
in 224 CE and established the Sasanian Empire. From then on Ardaxšīr took the title of
šāhān šāh “King of Kings” and began the conquest of a territory which he called Ērān.1
But before this fateful battle between the last Parthian king and the institutor of the
Sasanian dynasty, much had happened internally and externally in order for this new
dynasty to come to power. To the west, the Roman Empire was going through one of its
worst centuries, an anxious period, when its future seemed unsure. Roman armies whose
allegiance lay with their generals, brought chaos to the empire and one “Barrack
Emperor” followed another, with some ruling for a very short time. During Caracalla’s
rule the empire was ruled by religious fanatics and imbued with civil strife. Ardaw∼n had
defeated the Romans and with a treaty in 218 CE was able to add most of Mesopotamia
to his territory and a monetary settlement to his advantage. The next two emperors,
Elagabalus (218-222 CE) and Alexander Severus (222-235 CE) presented their own
problems for the Roman Empire, which prevented them from making the Parthians and
then the Sasanians their priority.
While Ardawān was able to repel the Romans, internally he had been challenged
by Walāxš (Vologases VI) who minted coins in his own name until 221-222 CE,
demonstrating the fact that the issue of an all powerful king of kings had not been settled
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in the Parthian empire.2 So it would not seem amazing that a local warrior and his family
in the province of Persis was able to rise and begin conquering the surrounding territories
in a short time. Ardawān had greater problems and could not turn his attention to a minor
upstart in Persis at this time.
The Sasanian campaign in controlling the province of Persis had begun from 205206 CE, when the father of Ardaxšīr I, Pābag3 had dethroned the local ruler of Istakhr by
the name of Gozīhr. According to the sources, Pābag was a priest of the fire-temple of
Anāhīd at the city of Istakhr and this must have been a stage for the rallying of the local
Persian warriors who were devoted to the cult of this deity.4 Anāhīd is important, since
she is an object of devotion in the Zoroastrian sacred text, the Avesta, (see Yašt V called
Ābān Yašt), by heroes, warriors and kings. During the Achaemenid period, in the
beginning of the fifth century BCE, Artaxerxes II, also worshipped Anāhīd (Anahita)
along with Mīhr (Mithra) and Ohrmazd (Ahurā Mazdā). Thus her cult must have been an
old one in Persis and the temple may have been a location where the Persian tradition was
kept alive.
Pābag had envisaged his eldest son, Šābuhr, as his heir because coins representing
both Šābuhr and his father are found, but Šābuhr died under mysterious circumstances.
On these coins the obverse has the legend bgy šhpwhly MLK’ “(His) Majesty, king
Šābuhr” and the reverse BRH bgy p’pky MLK’ “son of (His) Majesty, king Pābag.”5
Ardaxšīr and his followers seem to be the culprits who would gain the most out of this
“accidental death,” but that cannot be proved for certain. If the graffiti at Persepolis is an
accurate portrayal of Pābag and his son Šābuhr, one can make several assumptions. One
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is that the Sasanians were becoming or had become a family that held both temporal and
religious power in Persis. Secondly, the cult of fire, which is very much an idea
connected with Zoroastrianism, was alive before Ardaxšīr came to power.6 Thirdly, the
proximity of the graffiti of Pābag and Šābuhr to the Achaemenid structures suggests that
these monuments were important for the Sasanians. We may assume that after the death
of Šābuhr, Ardaxšīr became the next heir and began to complete the conquest of Persis
and beyond. By this time Ardawān had become alarmed, but neither the force sent, nor
the army under his direct command were able to defeat Ardaxšīr. Walāxš, the Parthian
challenger to Ardawān in Iraq, outlived the Parthian king, but he was the next victim of
Ardaxšīr in 229 CE. By this time most of the Iranian plateau7 and the Arab8 side of the
Persian Gulf had become part of his empire.9 In his invasion of Armenia, Syria and
Cappadocia, he came into conflict with Rome and the emperor Alexander Severus which
was not always successful.10 In a letter to Ardaxšīr, Alexander had made it clear that his
invasion of the Roman Empire would not be as successful as his conquest of his other
neighbors.11 While Severus was alive, neither was Ardaxšīr able to defeat the Romans,
nor the Romans to defeat the Persians.12 Once, however, the Roman Emperor died in 235
CE, Mesopotamia, Dura, Carrhae, Nisbis and finally Hatra fell to the Sasanians by 240
CE. Ardaxšīr then retired and spent the last years of his life in Persis while his son,
Š∼buhr I, continued his conquests and the expansion of the empire.
We should say more about Ardaxšīr, since he is an important personage in the
development of the Sasanian outlook and imperial ideology. The material remains of his
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rule are especially rich in providing us with this world-view. In commemoration of his
victory, he commissioned several rock-reliefs at Naqsh-ī Rajab, Naqsh-ī Rustam, and at
Firūzābād. At Naqsh-ī Rajab he is shown on his horse standing over the dead body of
Ardaw∼n. Ohrmazd faces him on a horse as well, which stands over the body of the evil
spirit Ahreman, and is handing the symbol of sovereignty to Ardaxšīr I.13 This relief
demonstrates that Ardaxšīr believed or wanted others to believe that he was appointed by
Gods to rule over a territory which the inscription calls Ērān. The name used for this
territory which had precedence in the Avesta, and designated the mythical homeland of
the Aryans was now transposed onto the region where the Sasanians were ruling.14 This
idea was to be accepted by the Zoroastrian and non-Zoroastrian population of the empire
and has lived on in the collective memory of Persians in various stages and strata of the
Iranian society till modern times when it was propagated through Iranian nationalism.15
This idea should not be mistaken for the Classical historian’s testimonies, who believed
that Ardaxšīr was attempting to regain the Achaemenid Persian territory.16 What is clear
is that a notion of what Ērān meant was present in the religious sphere, which may have
given rise to political concepts of a set territory. This is gained from the third century
inscription(s) of the Zoroastrian priest Kerdīr who tells us what was considered to be
Ērān and what was considered to be an- Ērān or non-Iranian. Kerdīr tells us that he
established many fires and priests in Ērān which according to him were the following
provinces: Persis, Parthia, Babylonia, Mesene, Adiabene, Azerbaijan, Isfahan, Ray,
Kerman, Sistan, and Gurgan, to Peshavar. According to him, Syria, Cilicia, Armenia,
Georgia, Albania and Balasgan which were under Sasanian control were deemed as an
Ērān.17 This term is also used in an adjectival form, giving Ērīh “Iranianess,” and an
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antonym, an-Ērīh which may be equivalent to the ancient Greek concept of barbaroi
along with all its cultural trappings.
Ardaxšīr’s coins also bear a standard formula which the succeeding kings in the
third and the fourth centuries adopted: mazdysn bgy ... MLK’n MLK’ ’yl’n MNW ctry MN
yzad’n “Mazdaean Majesty, (name of the king), King of Kings of Ērān, whose lineage
(is) from the gods.”18 According to this legend, Ardaxšīr considered himself to worship
Mazda (Ohrmazd) first and above all. Secondly, he saw himself as of divine descent. This
of course brings us to the question, from whom did he believe he was descended? Which
“gods” were his forefathers? The eponym of the dynasty, i.e., Sāsān is clearly important
to this question. It was thought that the epigraphic form ssn which appeared on ostraca
and other documents designated Sāsān as a Zoroastrian deity, although he was not
mentioned in the Avesta or the Old Persian material.19 Recently, Martin Schwartz has
suggested that the deity mentioned on the ostraca has nothing to do with Sāsān, but
represented Sesen, an old Semitic god which is found in Ugaraitic as early as the second
millennium BCE.20 Be that as it may, in the first century CE, however, in Taxila we find
coins with the name of Sasa which may be connected with Sāsān because the emblem on
the coin matches those of coat-of-arms for Š∼buhr I.21 The Persian epic, the Šahname of
Ferdowsī also mentions an eastern connection with Sāsān which leads us to the fact that
this family may have come from the east. Still with this difficulty and confusion, we can
state that Ardaxšīr saw himself as the descendent of the gods “yazd∼n,” and the Sasanians
may have elevated Sāsān to divine status.22
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Ardaxšīr’s son, Šābuhr I was co-regent with him until 240 CE. This is apparent
from a coinage which portrays both men together that was probably ordered by Ardaxšīr
to ensure a safe succession. This was because there were other sons of his who had been
given governorship of other provinces, and they might have wanted to assume the throne,
just as he had done in his youth. This system is characteristic of the Sasanians, under
whom sons were sent to rule different provinces and when the ruler died, one of the heirs
would assume the throne. In this manner, there was always a danger of dynastic
squabbling, of which the Sasanians had their fair share. The method of succession was
initially based on the choice of the preceding king, but later the nobility and the
Zoroastrian priests assumed the decision.23 Šābuhr I did accompany his father in battle,
which made him battle ready and in fact ensured his success in wars against Rome. In
243 CE, Gordian invaded Mesopotamia, but Š∼buhr was able to kill him at Misikhe,
close to the Euphrates river which he later called Pērōz-Šābuhr (Victorious is Šābuhr).
According to Šābuhr I’s inscription, Philip the Arab was forced to sign a treaty which
ceded much territory and a large sum of gold as war reparations, amounting to 500,000
denarii.
Šābuhr I commemorated his victory in a rock-relief at Naqsh-ī Rustam showing
him subjugating the two Roman emperors to his will. Š∼buhr I has also left us a long
biography of his deeds at Ka ‘be-ye Zardošt, in Persis which is the first long testament
from the Sasanians themselves and demonstrates their outlook in a literary narrative. In
his res gestae he provides information on his religious conviction, lineage, the areas that
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he ruled over, and also the fate of the Romans. He states that Gordian and his army,
which included many from the Germanic tribes, were destroyed. Šābuhr I tells us that
Caeser lied, which is similar to Darius’ statement in his Behistun inscription, where he
says he was follower of truth and enemy of lie and that his enemies lied as well.24 In 260
CE he also took eastern Mesopotamia and Syria25 and the emperor Valerian along with
senators and soldiers was captured and deported to the Sasanian territory. Now Goths,
Romans, Slavs and other people from the Near East were incorporated into the Persian
Empire. No other person could have claimed before that he was able to kill a Roman
emperor, make one tributary, and capture and imprison the third. He was very much
aware of his feat and did not hesitate to mention his heroism in his inscription.26 At a
rock-relief in Persis, Valerian is shown kneeling before him and today at the city of
Bēšābuhr, among the ruins of the city, a place is marked as zendan-e valerian “Valerian’s
prison.” Although the borders between Rome and Persia fluctuated between the Tigris
and the Euphrates, depending on the military success on either side, this did not mean
that travel was restricted. In fact people from both sides traveled from one side to
another, engaged in trade, and intermarried. This openness and ease of movement from
one side of the border to another made spies useful, and supplying information on the
enemy was seen as a great betrayal by both sides.27
Armenia would be the focal point between the Sasanians and the Romans and
remained so until the end of the Sasanian period. The Armenian situation was much more
complex and important to both sides, because of strategic and economic interests, and
Armenia served as a buffer between Persia and Rome. But also when a branch of the
24
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Parthian royal family remained in Armenia, this was enough for Šābuhr to put an end to
it. He planned the assassination of king Xosrov and installed a king loyal to him by the
name of Tirdates (Tirdād) who ruled from 252-262 CE. Armenia’s importance in the eyes
of the Persians is quite clear, since several of the heirs to the Sasanian throne would be
the princes who were stationed in Armenia and were called wuzurg-Arman-š∼h “The
Great King of Armenia.”28
During Šābuhr’s reign his religious outlook was also a matter of importance. The
Zoroastrian “church” was being formed by Kerdīr, who was trying to establish a body of
law, canonize the Avesta, create a common doctrine, unify the belief system, and
establish a Zoroastrian religious hierarchy tied to the State. At the same time Manī
emerged from Mesopotamia, professing a religion which by all accounts was universal.
At this time it would be wrong to see Zoroastrianism as an exclusive religion, since
Zoroastrianism was a religion that could be adopted by the conquered people. Šābuhr’s
tolerance of Manī, and at the same time his commitment to Ohrmazd and Zoroastrianism
has caused problems for historians. But if Šābuhr saw the growing power and structure of
the Zoroastrian priesthood, might he not have attempted to show them that the King of
Kings was still the one who has the last say? Were it not the Sasanians who were the
caretakers and priests of the Anāhīd fire-temple who were schooled in the rites and
ceremonies? Sasanian concern with politics should not have diminished their religious
authority, at least until the time of Wahr∼m I. Manī was able to propagate his religion
during Šābuhr I’s rule and that of his son. Still, Šābuhr I mentions in his res gestae that
many Wahrām fires were established and that lamb, wine, and bread were offered to the
gods for the soul of the kings and queens of the family of Sāsān. All of these, to a
Zoroastrian priest may have seemed “pagan,” and the king’s cult may have been that.
If one compares the retinue, the bureaucracy and the size of the court, between
Ardaxšīr I and Šābuhr I, one begins to see that there was an increase in the administrative
apparatus and the size of the court. This would be natural, since if an empire was to be
centralized and to be functioning, it needed to have not only a king, but also governors
(šahrābs), viceroys (bidaxš), a steward of royal property (framādār) a commander of the
28
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royal guard (hazāøbad), scribes (dibīrs), treasurers (ganzwars), judges (dādwars), and a
market inspector (w∼z∼rbed), along with the local kings (šahrdārān), princes of royal
blood (wāspuhragān), grandees (wuzurgān), minor nobility (āzādān), and other officials
as mentioned in the res gestae. The nobility (wuzurgān), whose loyalty to their clan was
paramount, now submitted to the Sasanians.29 Such families as Warāz, Sūren, Andēgān,
Kāren, and others were given various honors and positions, such as being master of
ceremonies or crown bestower. They also displayed their clan emblem or coat-of-arms on
their caps (kulāfs) as is apparent on the rock-reliefs at Naqsh-ī Rajab and Naqsh-ī
Rustam. We do not know which symbol belonged to which clan and what the symbols
exactly meant, whether they were insignias or names of the clans made into designs. The
most recent theory is that rather than being symbols, they represent letters belonging to
the Middle Iranian language.
The next king, Hormizd I (270-271 CE) ruled a short time and we know very little
of him. He was chosen over his brother Narseh, who now became the king of Armenia, as
heir apparent. Religiously, again it is not clear why Hormizd I allowed Manī to preach his
message freely and also let Kerdīr continue his activity, giving him new ranks and titles.
This may have been part of his campaign of dual containment, controlling both the
religions which were attempting to dominate the region. Wahrām I (271-274 CE) also
had a short rule, but we have more information about him. He was the eldest son of
Šābuhr I, but had been bypassed by Hormizd. Initially, Kerdīr appears to have backed his
succession and consequently the Zoroastrian priesthood and the person of Kerdīr
benefited from his enthronement. Wahrām II may have needed Kerdīr’s support in
bypassing Narseh, who was the king of Armenia, and it is in this period that Kerdīr
begins his real ascent to power. Kerdīr also began the persecution of the non-Zoroastrians
in the empire, such as the Jews, Christians, Manichaeans, Mandeans and Buddhists. It
was at this time that Manī was sent from the east to present himself to Wahrām, and we
have a Manichaean text which describes the harsh treatment of the prophet. He was
scolded as not being a good doctor nor having any other benefit. Consequently he was
29
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imprisoned and put to death in 276 CE during the rule of Wahrām II and with the
blessing and to the relief of Kerdīr.
During the rule of Wahrām II (274-293 CE) Kerdīr achieved higher rank and
status, and it is during this period that the Sasanian kings lost much of their religious
power and as caretakers of the Anāhīd fire temple to Kerdīr, making him the judge of the
whole empire. This meant that from now on, the priests acted as judges throughout the
empire and probably court cases were now based on Zoroastrian law except when
members of other religious minorities had disputes with each other.30 More will be said
of these developments in the chapter on religion. Wahrām II is the first ruler to have a
family portrait struck on his coins. On the drahms (silver coins) he is shown with his
queen Šābuhrduxtag and his son, Wahrām III.31 He also had several rock-reliefs carved
for memory with his family. This is an interesting feature of Wahrām II: he was very
much concerned to leave a portrait of his family32 which incidentally gives us
information about the court and the Persian concept of the royal banquet (bazm).33 This
included wine drinking, feasting, music and games being played before the king and the
courtiers as evidenced not only from the rock reliefs, but also the silver dishes from the
Sasanian period. While the term bazm means “feast,” the Armenian sources give us its
true use during the Sasanian period. (Armenian) bazmoc ‘k ‘ “to recline,” which meant a
banqueting-couch which the nobility and the king used during feasting at the court. The
courtiers would recline on cushions (barj), where the number of the cushions signified
their importance in the court. Some of these banqueting couches had room for two
people, referred to as taxt or gāh where one’s proximity to the king of kings showed
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his/her honor and closeness to him.34 Naturally, those whose taxt or gāh was further from
the king, signified their lesser rank, and if moved further, was a sign of demotion and
disgrace. These portraits may also have been a means of justifying Wahrām II’s
succession over Narseh who by now must have been quite dissatisfied from being
bypassed several times, although he was the “Great King of Armenia,” a title reserved for
the heir to the throne. Wahram II’s precarious situation is also clear because of the revolt
of his brother, Hormizd in Sīstān in 287 CE. Rome invaded the Sasanian territory as well
under the emperor Carus who died on the way to battle in 283 CE and Diocletian, who
had to deal with the internal problems of Rome, made a treaty with Wahrām II which
ensured the Perso-Roman borders. Now Wahrām II could deal with his brother, Hormizd,
and Diocletian was able to focus his attention on the reforms in his empire, bringing order
to an otherwise chaotic Roman Empire. This treaty divided Armenia among the two
powers and left western Armenia in the hands of Tirdat (Tirdates IV) while Narseh ruled
the greater Armenian part. By 293 CE, when Wahrām II died, his rival Hormizd had been
pacified in the east, but dynastic squabbling continued. Wahrām III who was known as
King of the Sakas (sagān-šāh), was brought to the throne by one faction, perhaps with the
backing of Kerdīr and a Wahnām, son of Tartus as well. Narseh who was now in
Armenia and was not going to be bypassed again, left for Iraq and was met by a group of
the nobility and men who gave their allegiance to him.
Again Narseh has blessed us by leaving his personal biography at Paikuli in Iraq.
It is a biography and a narrative justifying his succession to the throne, in which it is
related that the nobility and courtiers asked him to take the throne when he met them.35
There are similarities between this inscription and others in the Near East, such as the
Behistun inscription of Darius I and other pre-Achaemenid ones which now have been
taken to be less reliable than initially thought. In fact, recently it has been claimed that the
Paikuli inscription may be devoid of much historical information because it belongs to
the genre of epic literature composed since time immemorial in the ancient Near East.
N. Garsoian, The Epic Histories: Buzandaran Patmut#iwnk#, p. 515; for feasting under Šāpuhr II see
Chapter IV.XVI, p. 146.
34
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One cannot accept this assumption completely and while it can be agreed that the story is
told in an epic setting (formula), I do not know how many ways a king could relate his
story and his campaign. Relating a story or historical event in a specific form or formula
should not necessarily deplete the story of its historical significance.36 After all kings
made war, defeated their enemies, and ruled over their kingdom.
It should be said also that again a constant feature of the Persian civilization
represents itself, as is evident in the Behistun inscription, and the Naqsh-ī Rustam
inscription. In the Paikuli inscription we come across the notion that the enemy of the
rightful king (Narseh) were followers of the Lie (demon).37 Nārseh’s rock-relief at
Naqsh-e Rustam is also important in that it shows him receiving the symbol of
sovereignty from the deity, Anāhīd.38 Leaving the religious implications aside, could this
mean that politically Narseh was able to regain the control of the fire-temple of Anāhīd at
Istakhr and was re-orienting his devotion to this deity at the cost of Kerdīr’s power? Of
course it is possible that devotion to Lady Anāhīd was never forsaken, but I think the
mere representation of Narseh along with Anāhīd may hint at a religio-political shake up
in the Sasanian Empire. This perhaps reaffirmed the tradition of Narseh’s father and
grandfather, Šābuhr I and Ardaxšīr I, and his own as the original and legitimate rulers
who began their campaign around the cult of this deity.
On the foreign front Narseh was less successful. While initially he was able to
crush the Roman forces under Galerius, in a second battle he lost his entire harem and
had to negotiate their return by ceding parts of Mesopotamia, restoring Armenia to Tirdat
and the King of Iberia was now chosen by the Romans. As has been suggested, Narseh’s
rule announced a new balance of power among the Romans and the Persians. This
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weakness in imperial aspiration may be apparent from the omission of an-Ērān from his
titles on some of the coin legends.
Hormizd II (302-309 CE) succeeded his father, but did not do much militarily,
and even worse for the Sasanians, during his reign Armenia under king Tirdates IV
adopted Christianity. Consequently some of the Armenian feudal clans (naxarars)
converted as well and supported Tirdat against those naxarars who were loyal to the
Sasanians and more specifically those who honored the ancient Mazdean / Zoroastrian
tradition of Armenia. It has usually been the case that Armenians have seen this
momentous event as a break from the old “pagan” past, when the Armenian nation and
identity was established through the medium of Christianity. But one can look at the
event in another way as well, namely through the eyes of the Armenians who did not
convert to the new religion. Those Armenians who chose to stay faithful to their ancient
heritage went down into Armenian historiography as either villains or worshiping
Ormizd, Anāhit, and Vahagn and Christian historians attempted to erase them from the
Armenian historical memory, except a few as the evil-doers.39
For many Armenian naxarars and especially those of the noble clans, their past
history and religion must have meant something important and the adoption of new ways
and religion (Christianity) must have not been accepted very easily. After all according to
these Armenian nobles, it was King Tirdat who was the heretic who adopted a religion
from the West, supplanting the Armenian Mazdeans who had been worshipping Ohrmazd
since the sixth century BCE. James Russell has put an end to the modern Armenian
notions of a pagan past vs. Christianity. According to Armenian historiography which is
Christian and hostile to Zoroastrianism, Armenia was pagan, illiterate and disunited, but
when in the early fourth century Christianity was adopted, there was a united vision and a
united people or “nation.” Russell has shown that the Armenians from ancient times were
a people who, although their culture was under Persian and Zoroastrian influence, had its
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own view of what Zoroastrianism meant and gave it an Armenian outlook.40 So the few
“evil” naxarars mentioned in the Armenian historical narratives who supported the
Sasanians were those who in fact chose to keep their ancient Armenian tradition at the
expense of the newcomers. The issue of the future of Armenia was not to be decided at
this time and the adoption of Christianity further caused problems and divided Armenian
society for some time to come.
When Hormizd II died, his son Adūr-Nārseh was chosen to rule, but he ruled only
briefly and was deposed by the nobility and the priests. Then the infant son of Hormizd
II, named Šābuhr II (309-379 CE) was put on the throne. In regard to this king we have
the legend that the courtiers and the clergy placed the crown on the womb of his mother
when she was pregnant. We may assume that during the early years of his reign, the court
and the Zoroastrian priests ran the empire and the empire was secure and stable
structurally and administratively to survive without a strong monarch. This scenario also
signaled to the courtiers and the nobility that the empire could be managed without a
powerful king which would benefit them. The Arabs in eastern Arabia raided the
southwestern provinces of the Sasanian Empire, while Constantine and the other Caesers
battled for the soul of the Roman Empire which made the Persians safe from the Western
front. When Šābuhr II had come of age, he took revenge on the Arabs and hence received
the title “Shoulder Piercer” (Arabic Dhū al-Aktāf), referring to the punishment inflicted
on the Arab tribes. It is again here that we hear of Arab forced immigration into the
Sasanian Empire by Šābuhr II, namely Bakr b. Wā’il and Banū Hanzalah in Kermān and
Xūzestān.41 Thus the relation between the Arabs and Persians was just not on the
frontiers, but also within the Sasanian Empire.42 Also for the first time we hear of the
Chionites (Xyōn) tribes encroaching onto the empire from Central Asia, but Šābuhr II was
able to contain them and make peace with them.43 Šābuhr II placed his son, who now
took the title of “King of Kušān” (kušān-šāh), on the throne in the east as is apparent
40
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from the coins and a few inscriptions in Kušān territory. By 359 CE, Šābuhr II reached
Amida and its population was deported to Xūzestān44 and the emperor Julian countered
against him with victories in 363 CE.45 We are told that among the Roman generals there
was a Persian renegade by the name of Hormizd who commanded the cavalry, thus spies
and defectors were an important tool for a successful invasion. Julian had destroyed his
navy, so that his forces would not retreat and Šābuhr II had adopted a scorched-earth
policy in Mesopotamia which had resulted in hunger among the Roman forces. In June of
363 Persian forces equipped with elephants defeated the Romans, and Julian was killed in
battle46 probably by a kontophoros “cavalry spearmen.” Jovian was elected as emperor
and had to make peace, which was called “shameful,”47 ceding territory in Mesopotamia
and Syria to the Persians. Roman sources lament the fact that now the enemy hoisted
Persian standards over the city of Nisibis.48 The Emperor Valens had to deal with the
Germanic tribes in the Balkans and so the Sasanians got the chance to invade Armenia.
The Christians of the Sasanian Empire were also persecuted and the city of Susa, which
was the hotbed of Christian activity, was razed by the elephants of the Sasanian army.
Internally, the Zoroastrian priest named Adūrbād ī Mahrsapndān was to canonize
the Avesta and the Zoroastrian tradition. As Richard Frye has stated, the semblance of the
Ottoman millet system was first begun during this period, where the Christian bishop
resided at Ctesiphon and, along with the Jewish exilarch, paid his poll tax in return for
peace and security. By this time religious communities were being established and the
foundation of a Late Antique society in Persia was being laid by the Zoroastrian priests,
the Jewish rabbis, and the Christian clergy.49 We do not know how far Šābuhr II was able
44
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to cut the power of the grandees and the clergy, but since he was a strong ruler he was
able to hold his own. The only hint which may suggest that the Zoroastrian clergy were
able to impose themselves on the monarchy is that Šābuhr II is one of the last kings to
call himself “whose lineage (is) from the Gods.” It may be that finally the king of kings
had become a secular ruler, whose religious authority had become minimal.
It is exactly at this juncture in history that the Sasanian monuments disappear in
Persis and appear in the north, in Media. We may consider that the Zoroastrian priests in
Persis had become too powerful and the king decided to shift their focus not only away
from their traditional stronghold where they were from, but a new place were a new
image was to be presented. It is not clear what motivated this move by the king, or the
adoption of the new titles. The artistic style is essentially different from those in Persis.
Mithra’s image becomes prominent, along with Ohrmazd. Ardaxšīr II and Šābuhr III are
presented motionless and standing frontally, flanked by two small Middle Persian
inscriptions, bearing the traditional formula which Ardaxšīr I had first adopted on his
coins and inscriptions.50 They are not receiving a diadem from the gods, nor victorious
over any enemies, rather posing for a personal portrait. At Taq-i Bustan, the monuments
of Ardaxšīr II (379-383 CE) and his son, Šābuhr III (383-388 CE) are present. These
kings along with Wahram IV (388-399 CE) all met a violent end which suggests the
growing power of the nobility and the priests since the time of Šābuhr II. This growing
power of the nobility is also reflected in the brief description of Ardaxšīr II’s rule who is
said to have killed a number of the great men and holders of authority in order to reduce
their power.51 During Wahrām IV’s reign, Armenia lost any semblance of independence,
and the western part become part of the Roman Empire and the east was put under the
rule of the king of kings’ brother, Wahrām Šābuhr (Armenian Vramshapuh) as king of
Perse-Armenia in 394 CE.
With the reign of Yazdgerd I (399-420 CE) we begin to get a new ideological
outlook and treatment of the minorities in the empire. His coins add the slogan “who
maintains peace in his dominion” (rāmšahr) while the Sasanian sources called him
50
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“sinner” (Arabic al-Athīm; Persian bazehkar). This is purely a priestly propaganda,
because he not only killed some Zoroastrian priests who had looked down upon his good
treatment of the religious minorities, but also treated the Jews and the Christians
favorably.52 In fact Christianity become a recognized religion, when the first synod of the
“Nestorian Church” was convened in 410 CE, during the rule of Yazdgerd I.53 Agathis
calls Yazdgerd I a pro-Christian monarch, but more importantly a “friendly and
peaceable,” ruler who never once made war on the Romans.54 So his title would be fitting
for the period, but we may even connect this to Kayānid ideology as well. In the Middle
Persian epic, the Ayādgār ī Zarērān (The Testament of Zarēr) the last Kayanid ruler, Kay
Wištāsp is given the title rāmšahr which appears in the Dēnkard as well.55 This title
suggests a gravitation towards an Avestan / Kayānid ideology even before seeing such
titles and terminology as kay “Kayānid” and xwarrah “Glory.”
By all accounts, the rule of Yazdgerd I was peaceful and with mutual respect with
the Roman Empire. In fact the emperor Arcadius (383-408 CE) asked the Persian ruler to
become the guardian of his son Theodosius II56 and this tradition would live on,
sometimes the Romans and sometimes the Persians asking the other side for guardianship
of the heirs to the throne of the respective empires. This action indicates that by the fifth
century both empires saw each other as equals and worthy to have their heirs at the court
of the other, or simply securing succession and being more fearful of internal opposition
than each others forces. In 420 CE, when Yazdgerd I died, his eldest son, Šābuhr left
Armenia to take the throne but he was murdered by the nobility who placed Xusrō on the
throne who was not related directly to Yazdgerd I. Another son of Yazdgerd I, Wahrām
52
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V who had been sent to the Arab court at al-Hira came with a force of mainly Arabs and
forced Xusrō to abdicate in 420 CE. By all accounts Wahrām V (420-438 CE) was a
successful warrior; he defeated the Hephthalites in the east, and in 422 CE in the west a
peace treaty was signed giving religious freedom to the Christians in the Sasanian Empire
and to the Zoroastrians in the Roman Empire. At this time Armenia’s status also changed
when the Armenian naxarars once again sought the aid of the Sasanians in the deposing
of their king, Artašes, the son of Vramshapuh. In 428 CE, Wahrām V removed him and
placed a margrave (marzbān) in Armenia, ushering in what is known in Armenian history
as the marzpanate period.
There are many romantic accounts attributed to Wahrām V, such as the
importation of Indian minstrels as entertainers (lurs), and his pleasure for drinking and
especially hunting, receiving the epithet of Gūr “onogur.” The composition of the first
Persian poem is also attributed to him in early Persian compendiums which is a stretch of
the imagination. But it was this imagination that he captured even by his mysterious
death, where it is said that one day while hunting in Media he fell into some marshes and
disappeared. He is also remembered by the composers of the Zoroastrian apocalyptic
texts as the one who brought about an age when there was peace and that evil and the
demons went into hiding.57 In the early years of the rule of Yazdgerd II (438-457 CE), the
focus shifted to the east to battling what the sources call the Kušāns who were probably
the Huns. He was stationed in Khurāsān for some time until he was able to secure the
eastern flank of the empire, and Bactria came under the control of the Sasanians. He then
moved towards Armenia and Albania and at the instigation of his prime-minister
(Wuzurg-framādār / Armenian Vzurk hramatar), Mihr-Narseh issued an edict in which
Zoroastrianism was re-imposed as the official religion in Armenia.58 This edict provides
us with an interesting glimpse of the Zurvanite tendency of Mihr-Narseh and the reasons
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why the Armenians should convert to Zoroastrianism.59 This caused an uprising by some
of the Armenian naxarars who had become Christian. We can tell that the Armenians
were not united in this action and as a result at the battle of Avarair in 451 CE the
Armenian forces, led by Vardan of the Mamikonian’s family were annihilated, and many
were deported to Persia.60 This anti-Christian measure did not only befall the Armenian
Christians, since there are also Syriac martyrologies from this period which mention
Christian and Jewish persecutions. Consequently Yazdgerd II is remembered well by the
Zoroastrian priests and the Sasanian chronicle as someone who defeated his enemies
(non-Zoroastrians) but behaved with benevolence towards the Zoroastrians and the army.
In terms of imperial ideology, he is the first to use the new title of “Mazdaean Majesty
Kay” (mzdysn bgy kdy). This means the Sasanian kings were not seen as gods anymore,
at least in the empire where these coins were circulated, but were connected with the
Avestan dynasty of the Kayānids. However, we should remember that this had begun
with Yazdgerd I and the title of rāmšāh, and that kay was the second manifestation of this
Kayānid ideology. It is especially interesting that this Avestan orientation takes place at
the exact time when a Sasanian king is concerned with the east and resided in that region
for several years. We cannot say that his stay in Khurāsān or contact with Bactria would
have brought about this fascination with the Kayānids, since we have the rāmšahr title
appearing before. This Kayanid identity, which was now to be adopted wholesale by the
Sasanians was to manifest itself in several titles which will be dealt with below. By a
Kayanid ideology it is meant that rather than looking at the Achaemenids as their
ancestors (for all we know they might have seen the Achaemenid monuments as the work
of the gods), they connected themselves to the primordial kings, especially the Kayānid
kings in the Avesta.61
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The two sons of Yazdgerd II, Hormizd II (457-459 CE) and Pērōz (459-484 CE)
ruled consecutively, although the latter deposed the former in a power struggle. Pērōz
fled to the east to Khurāsān and with an army probably consisting of Kidarites or
Hephthalites regained the throne. Meantime, while Hormizd II may have crowned
himself, we hear that their mother, Dēnag was governing the capital or parts of the
capital. During this confusion Albania gained independence and the eastern boarders of
the empire were laid open to Hephthalite attack. When P r∩z came to the throne, he
pacified Albania, but allowed the Armenians and the Albanians to practice Christianity
and made an agreement with the eastern Roman Empire to cooperate in defending the
Caucasus passes. The Sasanians met their match against the Hepthalites in Khurāsān and
in 469 CE Pērōz and his harem and retinue were captured by Khwašnaw∼z. This calamity
took place during the third major battle, while during the first two, his war was partly
financed by the Romans.62 This was the low point of Sasanian rule, where they in fact
became tributaries to the Hephthalites and ceded territory to them for returning the king
and his entourage to Sasanian territory. The chief priest (mowbed), his son, Kaw∼d, and
his daughter were kept with the Huns as insurance.63 The only reason that the Romans did
not attack Persia at this time was because emperor Zenon was facing internal problems
and could not turn his attention to the east.64
We know there were religious persecutions, especially against the Jews at this
time and drought and famine were rampant in the empire, but Pērōz took it upon himself
to revenge his loss in the east. This time in 484 CE, his actions cost him his life, seven of
his sons, and his entire army.65 It is here that we hear of the famous legend of the “pearl
earring” of Pērōz which was so precious that before dying he threw it to the ground so
that no one would wear it.66 The short rule of Walāxš (484-488 CE) was uneventful and
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since the empire was weak, the king kept peaceful relations with Armenia and the
Hephtalites by giving tribute to the latter. He was deposed by the nobility and the priests
in 499 CE, when Kawād I (488-496, 499-531 CE) was brought to the throne. The fifth
century kings were generally weak and the nobility and the Zoroastrian priests were able
to conduct their activity at the cost of court. Some kings like Yazdgerd I did kill
Zoroastrian priests and nobility to reduce their power, but this only hampered their takeover of the Sasanian state for a short time. This, however, did not mean that the empire
was not centralized or ineffective. The bureaucratic apparatus, under the control of the
priests, had reached such a level of sophistication that the death of a king would not bring
the empire down which worked to the advantage of the priests and the nobility. This
centralization is also apparent with the growing number of titles as they appear on
administrative seals,67 as well as the appearance of mint-marks on the coins.
Economically, the empire was not faring well either because of the drought, famine and
the incisive wars which had resulted in giving huge sums of tribute to the Hephthalite and
there was no victory in the west to collect gold from the Romans.
Thus Kawād I had to face economic and political problems which confronted the
empire at the end of the fifth century. It is at this time that we have some information on
Zoroastrian sectarianism in the Sasanian Empire. A Zoroastrian priest by the name of
Mazdak was able to capture the attention of the Kawād I, to make reforms which went
beyond the accepted religious dogma. This was also a social reform which caused much
resentment during and especially after the event in the minds of the Zoroastrian priests.
Sources tell us that Mazdak preached an egalitarian social system, one in which equality
in wealth, women and property was propagated. Some sources state that it was Kawād
who introduced Persians to “have communal intercourse with their women.”68 This
religious outlook had theological and cosmological dimensions which will be discussed
in some detail in the chapter under religion, but goes to show that he was not a fictional
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character.69 Here, however, one needs to see the Mazdakite movement in terms of its
function as a political tool for Kawād. Kawād was able to use Mazdak’s ideas to weaken
the power of the nobility and the grandees, the large land owners and the priests who now
were involved in every aspect of the state and were not always honest.70 Mazdak’s
teaching went against the social division which was enforced by the Avesta, or perhaps
how the Zoroastrian priests had interpreted the Avesta. Now Mazdak had a new and
perhaps novel interpretation of the Zoroastrian religion. Kawād may have believed in his
message or not, but he certainly used it to his advantage, in leveling the upper classes and
making the king more appealing and accessible to the masses by adopting Mazdakite
ideas. Imperial granaries were given away and land was redistributed among the peasants.
In the Zoroastrian texts composed by the very priests who were against this reform, this
period is seen as a time of chaos where women were shared by all, and no one knew
one’s lineage anymore.
The remaining dissatisfied nobility and the priests had Kawād arrested and
imprisoned in the “Prison of Oblivion,” in 496 CE and they brought his brother Zāmāsp
to the throne for several years. He is noted for his gentleness and sense of justice which
may be anti-Mazdakite propaganda,71 and he probably attempted to undue Kawād’s
reforms. Kawād, with the help of his sister was able to escape to the Hephthalites. He
raised a force there and was able to come back to the throne in 499 CE, when Zāmāsp
abdicated in his favor. This action also demonstrated the beleaguered situation of the
empire, where in a time of chaos a small force was able to overrun the nobility-priest
alliance. In the early sixth century Kawād campaigned against the Romans which was
predatory in nature and in his search for money and he was successful. He forced the
Mazdakite religion not only upon the population of the empire where many must have
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been happy, especially the lower classes, but also upon the clients of the Sasanians, such
as the Arabs in Najd and Hijaz in the first quarter of the sixth century.72
Once the economic, political and social situation was under control, Kawād began
to institute reforms that were fundamental to the empire in the sixth century and were
usually credited to Xusrō I. The office of the “protector of the poor and judge” (drīyōšān
jādaggōw ud dādwar) was created from the ranks of the mowbeds (chief priests) to help
the poor and the downtrodden which was not only a reaction to the Mazdakite movement,
but a general trend in Christianity, Zoroastrianism, and later Islam.73 Administratively,
four chanceries (dēwāns) were created for the empire which probably corresponded with
the military division of the empire under the rule of four generals (spāhbeds).74 Prior to
this an Ērān-spāhbed led the army, but now it had become exceedingly difficult to be on
several fronts at once. The survey of agricultural lands and reorganization of the tax
system was also begun during his rule as was the creation of new districts in the empire.75
Religiously, Christian Nestorianism became the officially tolerated church in
Persia and by the time of Xusrō I we are told that the leader of the Christians had the title
of Ērān Cathollicos.76 Luckily for the Sasanians, the Hephthalites were in demise and
division by 515 CE. The Sasanian revival was taking place and its effect was that Georgia
as well as parts of inner Arabia and Oman, were now controlled by the Persians.77
Persians had already settled in Central Asia and traders had gone to India, China and as
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far away as Indonesia.78 They were more interested in business and wanted to control the
trade in spices and silk, motivated by economic gain, rather than as a state sponsored
activity. The Mazdakites supported one of the sons of Kawād I, by the name of Kāwūs
who was the eldest and was the heir (another Kayānid name along with his father). Here
were have information that the court and the religious hierarchy decided in favor of
Xusrō I, who was younger, but anti-Mazdakite. Kāwūs was ruling in the north, in
Tabarestān and battled Xusrō I, but was ultimately defeated.79 By this time Xusrō I had
become instrumental in the murder of Mazdak and a large number of his followers who
had felt secure enough to proclaimed their allegiance to Mazdak openly. Although the
Šāhnāme may be exaggerating the end of the Mazdakites, it has captured the mind of the
Persians to this day in describing the end: “Kasrā (Xusrō) owned an estate with high
walls. He ordered holes to be dug there and had the followers of Mazdak implanted,
heads in the ground and feet upwards.”80 He then is said to have told Mazdak to enter the
garden of the estate to view the seeds that he had sown and had born fruit, and when the
mowbed saw his followers in such a state he cried aloud and fell to the ground. He was
then hung alive and killed by volleys of arrows. At the end of the story, Ferdowsī
proclaims: “If you are wise, do not follow the path of Mazdak.”81
Xusrō I (531-579 CE) represents the epitome of the philosopher-king in Sasanian
history, and much has been attributed to him which is quite difficult to substantiate. He,
however, surely put an end to Kāwūs and the nobles who did not favor him and,
destroyed the stronghold of Mazdakites in the empire. But he continued his father’s
administrative and economic reforms and the imperialistic activities. He built as a
defensive mechanism, walls (war) on the four sides of the empire. One was built in the
northeast, along the Gurgan plain, one at the Caucasus passes, one in the west and
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another, called the “wall of the Arabs” (war ī tāzīgān), in southwestern Persia.82
Although the quadripartition of the empire was attributed to Xusrō I, it appears that this
division had already taken place or had begun by Kawād I. While Xusrō I came to power
as an anti-Mazdakite, he did not restore the power of the great nobility and the large
landed aristocracy, instead favoring the small landholding gentry (dehgāns).83 The
dehgāns would be the backbone of the Sasanian military and the economic foundation of
the state as tax collectors. They would also remain as the repository of the Persian culture
and history in time to come, up to the eleventh century, when one of them in his poor
state completed the Šāhnāme.
There seems to have been an opening of relations and ideas with other people,
especially India and Rome. Works on medicine, astronomy, mirrors for princes, fables
and stories, and manuals for games such as chess were brought from India.84 From Rome,
musical instruments, various scientific works, medical treatises, and philosophical texts
were brought. Some philosophers came to the court of Xusrō from Athens, especially
after the closing down of the school of neo-Platonists by Justinian. Xusrō’s interest in
philosophy is gained by noting that he was called “Plato’s Philosopher King.”85 The
cultural development in the Sasanian Empire will be dealt with in a separate chapter.
Xusrō I and the Roman Emperor, Justinian represented the enlightened monarchs and
memorable rulers of Late Antiquity. Their sense of being just (ādel), as Persian texts refer
to Xusrō I, their campaign in the codification of laws, (probably begun in the time of
Xusrō I and last compiled under Xusrō II, the Madyān ī Hazār Dādestān and the Corpus
iuris civilis for Justinian), and administrative and military reforms took place
simultaneously. Scholars argue whether one king influenced the other, but rather than
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trying to see the process one way, one can view the relations as reciprocal, where each
encouraged and perhaps wanted to outdo the other.
Militarily the Sasanian Empire was able to exact a large sum of gold from the
Romans, control Armenia, plunder Syria and deport its local population to Persia.86 In the
east, Xusrō defeated the Hephthalites in 557-558 CE and the Turks from 572 to 577 CE,
checking their incursions into the Near East.87 Because of his spectacular victories and
achievements, Xusrō I minted such legends on his special issue coinage as “Ērān has
become fearless (ērān abē-bēm kard), and “Ērān became strong” (ērān abzōnhēnēd).
This is the Sasanian Empire at its apex of glory and power, headed by a philosopher-king
as the literary and historical texts would have us believe.
Xusrō’s son, Hormizd IV (579-590 CE), did not match his father’s grandeur, nor
his political outlook. He is noted for his arrogance, tyranny and he made many enemies
of the court.88 Sebeos tells us that Hormizd IV was responsible for the killing of many of
the nobility, which must have made him hated.89 He continued his support of the landed
gentry who probably grew in strength at the cost of the nobility (āzādān) and dealt
harshly with the Zoroastrian priests as well. In the east, the Hephthalites were met by the
Sasanian general Wahrām Čōbin, whose victory over them made him quite famous
within the empire. He was from the noble Arsacid family of Mihrān, which could trace its
genealogy further than the Sasanians could and so he must have been a proud man. When
he was unsuccessful in the western campaigns, Hormizd IV slandered him and made false
accusations against him, which caused the general to move towards Ctesiphon.90 With the
help of the nobility, led by Wīstahm and Wīndōe, they deposed the king and brought his
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son, Xusr∩ II to power. These events took place in 589-590 CE and it was quite
important that it was the first time someone outside the family of Sāsān attempted to take
over the empire, which probably was a shock to the Sasanians. This may characterize the
strength of the centralized system and the problems with Sasanian imperial propaganda,
especially when a weak or hated king was on the throne. The institutions which were
reformed and strengthened during the time of Kawād I and Xusrō I were so powerful and
entrenched by this time that they functioned regardless of the political chaos. The same
may be said of the local affairs, where the dehgāns became the important officials and
local matters became more important as well as for the local population than the political
affairs of the empire. One can suggest that when further damage was done to the Sasanian
imperial propaganda in the seventh century and the Arab Muslim conquest, it did not
really shake up the institutions and officials of the empire, in that the “system” continued
to function under Muslim governors. This is evidenced by the adoption of the Persian
administrative system and its employees by the Caliphate.
Xusrō II was not able to withstand the forces of Wahrām91 and did not feel safe
within the empire, so he fled to the Eastern Roman Empire in 590 CE, taking refuge in
the city of Hierapolis and sought the aid of the emperor Maurice.92 The Roman emperor
supplied Roman and mainly Armenian forces to Xusrō, which enabled him to come back
to the empire that same year and defeat Wahrām. The now renegade general took to the
east and was eventually assassinated at the instigation of Xusrō by the Turks. We know
that Wahrām considered himself a legitimate king, since he minted coins for two years
(590-591 CE), in the first year in the southwest, primary in Iraq and Media and then in
the second year in the northeast where he had fled. Regardless of his death, Wahrām
captured the imagination of the people and songs and stories were composed about him
that survived in Arabic and Persian.
When Xusrō II came to the throne he began to take revenge on those who had a
hand in the murder of his father, although we are not sure if he himself was innocent of
the crime. His uncle Wīstahm, who had been his supporter, was targeted and as a result
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he took to Media, minted coins in his own name and probably lived there until 600 CE.93
So in the last decade of the sixth century, two people who were not deemed to be the
legitimate rulers by the Sasanians minted coins. This is significant, since in 366 years, no
one except the Sasanian king was allowed or was able to mint coins in his own name. It is
with this damage to the Sasanian prestige and to the family of Sāsān that we may turn to
Xusrō II’s conquests.
Xusrō II consolidated his power around the Persian Gulf and sent envoys to
Arabia, as far as Mecca to inquire about the situation. The last king of al-Hira, al-Nu’man
III ibn al-Mundir was killed and the Lakhmid state put under other Persian loyalists in
602 CE. When Maurice was removed and Phokas came to the throne, Xusrō II used this
event as a pretext for the conquest Syria and beyond. In 604 CE with blazing speed, his
two generals Šāhin and Šahrwarāz conquered of Syria,94 Palestine, Anatolia, Egypt and
even went as far as Libya.95 We have vivid description by Antiochus Strategos of the
conquest of the city of Jerusalem and the taking of the holy cross which resonated in
Roman Empire and the event was much lamented.96 This shocked the Byzantine Empire
which by 610 CE had made Heraclius its emperor.97 Heraclius was intent on leaving for
North Africa, but it is said that his mind was changed by the clergy to remain and with
the aid of church funds, he mounted a counterattack. From the Black Sea he entered
Armenia and went into the heart of the Persian Empire, sacking the sacred Adūr Farrōbāy
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temple at Ganzak98 in retaliation for the taking of the “true cross” by the Sasanains from
Jerusalem. The first real crusade between the Christian world and the east had taken place
and the Arab Muslims had not begun their conquest. Along with the retreating Persian
army, the Persian nobility and those attached to the Persians also retreated from Syria and
Iraq.99 In matter of years, Xusrō II went from a world conqueror, emulating the
Achaemenid territorial integrity to a humiliated king who was unable to protect the
sacred Zoroastrian fire-temples and his population. Xusrō II was removed in 628 CE by
the nobility and the priests, and all the invaded territories were returned to the Romans by
630 CE.
In terms of imperial ideology we may say that while the early Sasanians
considered themselves to be from the lineage of the Gods, they also used Persian
Achaemenid titles, such as “King of Kings” on their coins and inscriptions. This heritage
was set aside by the adoption of the Kayānid ideology from the fourth to the sixth century
CE. However, Xusrō II proclaimed a return to the dual heritage of the Achaemenid and
Kayānid ideology by minting coins in his name with the title of “King of Kings” and also
inscribing for the first time the slogan, “increased in glory” (xwarrah abazūd). Xwarrah
is central to the ancient Persian royal ideology as demonstrated in the Avesta, and is a
prerequisite for rulership in the Iranian world.
Xusrō II was the warrior-king, similar to the kings of the early Sasanian period.
His grotto at Taq-i Bustan shows him in full body-armor, characteristic of the Sasanian
heavy cavalry, and shows Anāhīd, the lady of waters, above him. In many ways Xusrō II
represents the culmination of Sasanian absolutism and a return to the past glories for one
last time. While Ohrmazd was held to be supreme, at Taq-i Bustan one also encounters
two other deities, namely Mithra and Anāhīd. These are the triple deities that were
worshiped by Artaxerxes II in the fifth century BCE, thus, there is a full return to
devotion to these deities. The opulence of the court of Xusrō II is clearly demonstrated by
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the Taq-i Bustan rock-relief, where the king is shown on a boat, hunting, and musicians
playing their harps, along with the retinue. Xusrō II has gone down in Persian history as
an opulent100 king who brought ruin to the Persian Empire. But perhaps his religious
policy, specifically his interest in Christianity was a source of his condemnation by the
Zoroastrian sources.101 His favorite wife, Šērīn is well known in the epic and romance
literature, and is also said to have propagated Christianity in the empire.102
After Xusrō II, Kawād II came to the throne in 628 CE, he committed fratricide,
killing almost every eligible or capable male heir from the Sasanian family. This action
would have a devastating effect on the future of the empire. He did not want to be
associated with his father’s memory, which is apparent from his coinage which reverted
to the style of Xusrō I.103 In 630 CE, his young son, Ardaxšīr III came to the throne and it
was during his reign that for a third time the Sasanian family was challenged by an
outsider, i.e., the Sasanian general who had fought and led the armies of Xusrō II,
Šahrwarāz, soon entered the capital, Cetsiphon, and put an end to the young ruler and
proclaimed himself king of kings. His actions may have been partly a result of his respect
for Xusrō II, since he punished and killed all those who had a hand in the murder of the
fallen king. His peace with Heraclius in 629 CE and probably the latter’s backing
according to one Armenian source gave him the impetus to conquer and take over the
throne.104 This again was a serious setback to the Sasanian imperial ideology. However,
he was not able to secure his throne and in a matter of months was killed.
One of the daughters of Xusrō II, named Bōrān came to the throne in 630 CE and
ruled for two years.105 Her rule was a period of consolidation of the imperial power and
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the rebuilding of the empire. She attempted to consolidate the empire and relieve the
population of heavy taxes, as the Islamic sources report. Her notions of the past and
respect for her father are also clear, since she reverted her coinage type to that of her
father. She also minted gold coins which were ceremonial in nature and were not meant
for wide circulation which, however, stated that she was the restorer of her lineage, i.e.,
the race of gods which was emphasized in the early Sasanian period. The legend on her
coin reads: “Bōrān, restorer of the race of Gods” (bōrān ī yazdān tōhm winārdār).106 Of
course something should be said of a woman assuming the throne in the Sasanain
Empire. She was probably brought to the throne, since she was the only legitimate heir
along with her sister who could rule after Kawād II had murdered all of her brothers.
Bōrān was also deposed by another Sasanian general and here we see that the military
generals are assuming power in the face of the shaken kingship, the competing nobility
and the Zoroastrian priests. Queen Azarmīgduxt ruled for a brief period, and her coins
have the bust of a man, probably a reuse of the older coins, a result of not having enough
time to mint new coins. Between 630 CE when Bōrān died to 632 CE when Yazdgerd III
assumed the throne, there were a number of kings who assumed the throne and were
either removed or were challenged by other distant members of the family of Sāsān. This
period may be called a period of factionalism and division within the empire. We have a
list of kings who struck coins and others who are known only from the literary sources,
but this era is confusing in terms of succession and a tentative sequence of rulers can be
supplied. The list is as follows: Jošnasbandah, Azarmīduxt, Hormizd V, Xusrō III, Pērōz
II, and Xusrō IV. The late Sasanian Empire was beginning to resemble the Parthian
feudal system before the fall of the Parthians. This system left the local officials and
dehgāns as the most powerful elite, since the rulers and governors were not able to hold
power.107 From the numismatic evidence it appears that Hormizd V, Xusrō III, Pērōz II
and Xusrō IV ruled different areas of the empire simultaneously from the end of 631 CE
to 637 CE, when Yazdgerd III had already been on the throne for some years.
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Thus we can say that during this period, some power resided at the capital at
Cetisphon where the king was crowned, and in the provinces the deposed king moved
from province to province, and the dehgāns who were probably the most numerous,
working with the local Zoroastrian priests, ruled the different regions of the empire. It is
ominous that Yazdgerd III was crowned at the Anhāhīd fire-temple at Istakhr in 632 CE,
the old center of power for the family of Sāsān. It may be that not only symbolically but
also in relation to the region was still loyal to this family and he felt secure there. His
rule, however, coincided with the Arab Muslim invasion of the Near East and the Eastern
Mediterranean.
Yazdgerd III was forced to move from province to province demanding loyalty,
money and support. During this monarch’s rule, Persia looked like the medieval
Germanic system of rule, i.e., a Wandering Kingship. From 633 CE the Arabs were able
to enter Iraq but were defeated at the battle of the Bridge in 634 CE. In 636 CE at the
battle of Qadisiyya the Sasanians under the leadership of Rustam were defeated and the
capital fell to the Arab Muslims who they entered it unopposed, with the nobility and the
courtiers fleeing before them to the heart of Persia.108 Under Umar’s direction, Khūzistān
fell in 642 CE and in the same year Media was taken at the battle of Nīhāvand. This laid
the heart of Persia open to conquest without any major resistance. We should remember
that during the reforms of Kawād I and Xusrō I the army was divided into four groups,
each placed at the borders. When one army was defeated, the heart of the empire laid
open. The Arab Muslim victory was successful for a series of reasons. In addition to the
internal problems, the heavy Sasanian cavalry was no match for the Arab light cavalry
which was much more maneuverable. The Islamic texts usually report the number of the
Persian soldiers to have been in the hundreds or tens of thousands and several times
larger than the Arab armies. This is pure fiction and it is boastful literature which aims to
aggrandize Arab Muslim achievement, which may be compared to the Greek accounts of
the Greco-Persian wars. The Sasanian army would not have been able to muster such a
large force against the Arabs, since many had been killed or were not present because of
the long wars with the Roman Empire and the internal strife. Yazdgerd III fled to Persis,
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but the Arabs were able to conquer that region by 650 CE and he was forced to flee to the
east. There he was faced with local officials who were unwilling to help him and he was
defeated by a confederation of local officials, the margrave of Merv and the Hephthalite
ruler of Bāghdīs. Tradition has it that he was killed in 651 CE in Merv by a miller who
did not recognize that he was the King of Kings.
The sons of Yazdgerd III fled to the east asking the T’ang emperor, Gaozong to
aid them in their battle against the Arab Muslims. Pērōz, the elder son of Yazdgerd III
established a kingdom called the “Persian Area Command” (Bosi dudufu) at Sīstān,
stationed at Zarang from 658-663 CE. He was recognized as the legitimate king of Persia
by the Chinese,109 but by 674-675 CE we hear that he went to the Chinese capital,
probably because of further Arab Muslim victories.110 He died in around 679 CE and his
son Narseh was placed on the throne of Persia in exile. Pērōz has been remembered by a
stone statue of his which is still in existence at the entrance of the mausoleum of Gaozong
with the inscription: “Pērōz, King of Persia, Grand General of the Right Courageous
Guard and Commander-in-chief of Persia.”111 There the family of Sāsān kept their royal
status, became military generals, and had temples built at Tun-huang (sha-chou), Wu-wei
(Liang-chou), Ch’ang-an (founded in 631 CE) and at Loyang and lived along with the
other Persians who had been there for commercial activity or had fled as a result of the
Arab Muslim victories.112 The other son of Yazdgerd III, Wahrām (Aluohan in Chinese
sources) attempted to recapture the lost territories from the Arab Muslims. Although he
was ultimately unsuccessful, the Middle Persian texts especially a small Middle Persian
poem called Abar Madan ī Wahrām ī Warz∼wand (On the Coming of the Miraculous
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Wahrām) may have a kernel of truth in regard to his campaigns. He died in 710 CE.113
Wahrām’s son, Xusrō (Juluo in Chinese sources) who with the aid of the Turks invaded
Persia, was not able to defeat the Arabs either and this is the last time we hear of
someone from the family of Sāsān trying to capture the throne of Persia.114 The Arab
Muslims conquerors met stiff resistance in parts of the empire from some of the dehgāns
and the Zoroastrian priests as well, while others agreed to pay a poll-tax and remain in
charge of their territory and submit to the Arab governors. Part of the Sasanian military
also joined the Arab forces and as a result they kept their status and continued the
conquest of the region and Central Asia. The conquest brought Asia closer together and
now Arabs, Persians, Indians and the Chinese met each other on the Silk Road. After
Wahrām’s death the Persians had to wait only forty years to topple the Arab rulers at
Damascus, and by the ninth century, they would establish their own independent
dynasties in Persia. Even then the Muslims rulers, be it Persian, Arab, or Turkish
remembered the Sasanians and claimed to be the descendants of Sāsān in one way or
another.115 The family of Sāsān was never forgotten.
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